Here We Live
我们栖居的地方

December 12, 2018, Chongqing
The exhibition Here We Live is the second chapter of a
collaboration between the Galaxy Museum of Contemporary
Art, Chongqing and KADIST San Francisco. The first
chapter, the exhibition Here We Meet - Münchhausen
Trilemma and Rest, took place in 2018 in Chongqing, in
Southwest China. The central topics involved “relations,”
“nomadism,” and “encounters” in the context of Chongqing–
one of the fastest growing cities in China–and home today
to thirty-million people thriving off its natural resources.
The exhibition also explored the ubiquitous spectacles of
a late capitalist society undergoing globalization, as well
as mutations and tensions that emerge from its effects
on different cultural settings. The artworks avoided
romanticizing or succumbing to a pessimistic view of
globalization, and instead provided a subtext for collective
resistance to the “society of the spectacle.”1
    The exhibition at KADIST San Francisco invites
six artists from China, Korea, Turkey, Australia and the
United States. Compared to Here We Meet in Chongqing,
with eighteen artists, the exhibition in San Francisco
concentrates on presenting certain strained relationships:
between the urban planning department and the public;
the resistance to gentrification; the regeneration of
contemporary cultures from histories and customs; and the
“mutated” collectivism in the current social context.
   Here We Meet in Chongqing and Here We Live in San
Francisco attempt to reflect on the tension (or dilemmas)
between global cultural homogenization and cultural
heterogenization, which exists in the central problem of
today’s global interactions.2 The dilemma also relates
to contemporary daily life and the spectacle “created”
on the basis of fluidity and nomadism. At the same time,
the dilemma lies in the dialogues, collisions and conflicts
between different ideologies and countries at various
stages of development. Based on this idea, we hope the
discussions that arise provide a wide variety of thoughts
on the relationships between people and cities as well
as between individuals and groups in contexts where the
meaning, role and support of a surrounding community is
constantly changing. Furthermore, it opens a space for
dialogue about individuals, identities and histories, and
discourses about politics and disasters. Facing the reality of
unbalanced growth of regions, the contemporary perception
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of these issues in the exhibition, in fact emphasize the
particularity, richness and diversity of different fields and
cultures, and the fusing of them in the process of selfformation.
    In the end, I would like to thank KADIST and its team
for supporting this exhibition project. Seeing the works of
artists as examples, I look forward to discussing, touching,
evoking, or even intervening in and reconstructing the reality
and social fields that the artists may refer to.
–Ni Kun

Ni Kun (born in China, lives and works in Chongqing) has been the Chief Curator of Galaxy
Museum of Contemporary Art in Chongqing since 2015, the co-founder and host of the nonprofit organization Organhaus Art Space since 2006 and the guest curator of MEDO ART
AND MONDIAL RESEARCHE E.U(WIEN) since November 2017.

2018年12月12日写于重庆
展览“我们栖居的地方”(Here We Live) 是重庆星汇当代
美术馆和旧金山卡蒂斯特合作计划的第二站。2018年秋季，该
计划的第一站展览《我们在此相遇——明希豪森循环与中止》
(Here We Meet) 在中国西南部的重庆举行。作为中国发展最迅
速的城市之一，重庆拥有三千万人口，因自然资源丰富而发展。
在重庆的语境下，首站展览的核心话题涉及“关系”、“游牧”
和“相遇”。此外，展览还探索了全球化语境下无处不在的晚期
资本主义社会景观，以及它在不同文化环境中显露的变异或紧张
关系。这些艺术作品避免浪漫化这些问题，也不屈从于一种悲观
主义的态度，相对地，它们提供了抵抗景观社会1的潜台词 。
本次在卡蒂斯特旧金山空间的展览邀请了来自中国、韩国、
土耳其、澳大利亚以及美国的五位艺术家。相对于由18位艺术
家所参加的首展《我们在此相遇》(Here We Meet)，本次展览
集中呈现出某种紧张关系：城市规划部门与公众的关系；抗议城
市仕绅化；历史或习俗的当代文化再生；当前社会语境里的“变
异”的集体主义。
重庆的《我们在此相遇》(Here We Meet) 以及旧金山的
《我们栖居的地方》(Here We Live) 展览尝试反映存在于当今
全球互动中的核心问题，即文化同质化和异质化之间的紧张关系
2
（或困境）。
这一困境也关系到以流动或游牧为基础而“创造”
的当代日常与景观。同时，这一困境处于不同发展阶段以及意识
形态国家间的对话、碰撞或冲突之地。基于这样一种理解，我们
希望展览提出一系列的思考，即讨论：在我们的周遭社群所具有
的意义、身份和支持不断变化的语境下，人和城市的关系以及个
人和群体的关系。进一步地，展览将提供一个针对个体、身份和
历史的对话空间，也将涉及针对个人与政治、灾害的讨论。在各
地发展不平衡的状况下，展览中对这些问题的当代感知强调了不
同场域和文化的特殊性、丰富性和多元性，以及自我塑造中的
相互融合。
最后，我想感谢卡蒂斯特及其团队对于展览项目的支持。以
艺术家的工作为例证，我期待谈论、触及、诱发，乃至介入和重
构某些艺术家可能触及的现实和社会场域。
一倪昆
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January 1, 2019, San Francisco
Living in a city, town, or village often entails being privy to its
changes, more often than not, in rapid and unsettling ways.
In the place we live, the San Francisco Bay Area–and much
like other cities such as Chongqing, Istanbul, or Seoul–longestablished communities have faced regular disruptions as
the fabric of the city evolves. Among these disturbances,
increased urban development has resulted in a long history
of disarray and remains a burning and controversial topic of
local conversations, politics, and urban planning. Welcomed
by some for the enhancement of infrastructure, public safety,
and living conditions, this phenomenon, most commonly
known as gentrification,1 is faulted by others for the rise
of rental costs and property values, and the subsequent
displacement of low-income citizens. Both sides might agree
on its inevitable impact on local traditions, cultural enclaves,
and sense of community.
    To think through these constant changes, we
collaborated with curator Ni Kun from the Galaxy Museum of
Contemporary Art to conceive a group exhibition comprising
two chapters that, we hope, open conversations about the
ways we deal with our changing urban environments. While
the first iteration in Chongqing reflected on the shifting roles
of community against the backdrop of this rapidly-growing
city, Here We Live at KADIST San Francisco focuses on
strategies used by communities to cope with the cultural
tensions linked to the transformations of the places where
they live.
    The works of artists Halil Altindere, Jeamin Cha,
Angelica Mesiti, Jerome Reyes, Norman Therkelson, and
Yu Guo record the everyday lives of residents of various
locales around the world as they attempt to resist or adapt
to their changing surroundings. Threads of fugitivity and the
clandestine emerge as a glaring reminder of the anxieties
inherent to change and the ensuing desire to escape to a
familiar space. In Wonderland (2013), Halil Altindere follows an
Istanbul-based hip-hop group through the dilapidated streets
of Sulukule (a historic district in Istanbul undergoing urban
transformation) as they flee from the police, breakdance,
and rap. Through the form of a music video, the artwork
addresses issues of gentrification and inequality, and provides
a fleeting moment of escape. Equipped with a flashlight and
disguised as a security guard, we follow artist Yu Guo as
he wanders through Chongqing’s rapidly shrinking garment
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wholesale market. His work STEADICAM (2016) documents
the lives of the city’s vanishing generation of laborers in
the moments just before dawn when they return to work,
revealing the material effects at the intersection of globalism,
capitalism, and commerce.
Together, the artworks on view foreground the
importance of recording and sharing local cultural traditions
and personal stories in moments of collective urban
transformation. For residents, this process of protecting living
traditional cultures, and highlighting the voices of people
who laid the foundations of these neighborhoods, appear
as a way to reconsider the world changing around them
and redefine their ‘place’ in it.2 In The Calling (2013–2014),
Angelica Mesiti focuses on communities using traditional
whistling languages in specific communities in Turkey, the
Canary Islands, and Greece, to highlight the transformation of
an ancient mode of communication used across vast habitats,
to tourist attraction and cultural artifact. In Fog and Smoke
(2013), Jeamin Cha follows a retired fisherman as he retraces
the route of his former daily commute towards the city of
Incheon, South Korea, while he recounts personal stories.
Once his waterfront workplace, today, the zone is filled with
soil and new city development. Jerome Reyes’ installation
Pharos (still a nice neighborhood) (2016) and a selection from
the Therkelson Collection–curated newspapers made from
clippings that Norman Therkelson has been collecting since
the 1950s–serve as a reminder of San Francisco’s
complicated and long history of regeneration and of the many
cultures that have been affected by it.
    We are thankful to Halil Altindere, Jeamin Cha, Angelica
Mesiti, Jerome Reyes, Norman Therkelson, and Yu Guo as
well as Ni Kun and his team. Through their works and global
perspectives, they have inspired us to consider the ways our
traditions and cultures continue to help us adapt to this world
changing, transforming, and shifting around us.
–KADIST San Francisco
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The term “gentrification” was first coined in 1964 by the German-born British Marxist planner sociologist

Ruth Glass to describe changes she observed in north London.
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HALIL ALTINDERE

Lives and works in Istanbul, Turkey

Digital image, research for Wonderland,
2013. Courtesy and copyright the artist
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and Pilot Gallery, Istanbul.

Wonderland 2013
Single-channel video, color, sound
8:25 minutes
Courtesy the artist, KADIST collection
A collaboration between artist Halil
Altindere and the Istanbul-based hiphop group Tahribad-i Isyan, Wonderland
is a music video formulated as a violent
fantasy. The work opens with a tense
chase scene that follows a police
car bearing down on a young man
(a member of the group) who deftly
navigates rubble-strewn streets to avoid
obstacles and capture. As the youth
escape, the sounds of sirens and heavy
breathing give way to a golden age hip
hop beat interwoven with traditional
Turkish music. An aerial shot reveals a
cluster of high-end apartments, their
newness sparkling in sharp contrast
to what’s left of the historic district of
Sulukule. Previously home to a majority
Romani population that had lived in the
quarter for more than a millennium, their
displacement began in 2005 as part
of a so-called “urban renewal” project
(now infamous for its ultimate failure)
that was initiated by TOKI, the Turkish
government’s Housing Development
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Administration. Tahribad-i Isyan describe
their impression of the community’s
collapse with candid language: you call
it urban regeneration, it’s the downfall
of the city / the corpse of my quarter in
front of me for five years.
   Wonderland’s characters employ
the ethos and aesthetic of hip-hop
culture, and the do-or-die narratives
of action films, to confront the serious
complexities of gentrification, racism,
and police brutality. Altindere’s influence
is evident as well in the work’s use of
dark humor, which is used to underscore
the potential retaliatory effects of
disenfranchisement and marginalization.
Heartbreak, desperation, and disgust for
the shifting conditions of Sulukule are
plainly recognizable in Tahribad-i Isyan’s
antics and lyrics, the force of which
demonstrates art’s power to act not only
as refuge, but also as an indictment of
systemic abuses of power.

Halil Altindere (1971, Turkey) has been prominent in Istanbul’s
contemporary arts scene since the mid-1990s. He works
in various media including video, sculpture, photography,
installation, performance, and collaborative projects. He
often uses irony and humor as modes of resistance against
repression, and as tools to explore the everyday life of
subcultures within Istanbul.
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JEAMIN CHA

Lives and works in Seoul, South Korea

Digital image, research for Fog and
Smoke in the summer of 2012. Photo by
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Gookhyun Kang. Courtesy the artist.

Fog and Smoke 2013
Single-channel HD video, color, sound
20:40 minutes
Courtesy the artist, KADIST collection
Fog and Smoke opens on an
abandoned construction site in the
Songdo International Business District,
an ambitious development project
nicknamed “the ghost town,” on
Incheon’s waterfront, a city near South
Korea’s capital, Seoul. Today, fifteen
years after the Songdo development
project began, the city is only halfbuilt due to investment shortages
after the economic recession. In the
video, a sinister piano melody, at
moments sounding like a countdown,
fills the empty apartment buildings,
reverberating into the unknown and
unoccupied corners of this newly
built eco-friendly area. One of the
last remaining fishermen slowly
drives through the old town, once his
waterfront workplace, towards the
new district, retracing his daily route,
and recounting his memories. A lone
tap dancer eerily traces the empty
streets at night, their frantic movements
echoing the speed of gentrification
12

driving these developments. Through
these interwoven sequences, the
seemingly ordinary and flawless
cityscape contrasts with the anxieties
of its residents who have faced intense
urbanization, similar to many other
locations subjected to the global
phenomenon of hyper-capitalism.

Jeamin Cha (1986, South Korea) often explores the everpresent contradictions of contemporary society. More
specifically, her work–between film, performance and
installation–questions the premises of political action
and addresses anxieties or ambiguities hidden within the
seemingly ordinary everyday life. Her making process
is frequently guided through unplanned encounters,
discoveries, and daily exchanges with people she meets,
and often involves interviews and field studies.
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ANGELICA MESITI

Lives and works in Paris, France, and Sydney, Australia

Digital image, research for The Calling,
2013-2014. Courtesy and copyright
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the artist.

The Calling 2013–2014
Three-channel HD video installation,
color, sound
35:36 minutes
Courtesy the artist, KADIST collection
The Calling is a poignant exploration of
ancient human traditions as they are
forced to evolve and adapt to the forces
of modernization. The work portrays
three communities–the village of Kuskoy
in Northern Turkey, the islands of La
Gomera in the Canary Islands, and
Evia in Greece–in which traditional
whistling languages are still in use.
Having devoted over a year of her life
to create this work, Mesiti intimately
captures the particularities of this mode
of communication and its place in daily
life, picturing each community in closeup detail among the sprawling distances
over which their whistling must carry.
    Presented across three channels,
The Calling expands on the conventions
of cinema and documentary, immersing
the viewer in the processes of
transformation that these ancient
traditions have undergone: from their
practical use as tools for nuanced
communication across vast lands, into
16

their symbolic use as cultural artifacts
and forms of cultural identity performed
for a growing tourist market. Beyond
its portrayal of whistling languages,
The Calling is a powerful and timely
meditation on the challenges that
traditional communities must face to
either adapt or desist in the face of
rapid global change.

Angelica Mesiti (1976, Australia) draws from the languages of
cinema, dance and performance to create immersive video
installations that intimately portray communities across the
globe. Interested in the various ways in which the body can
be used as a vessel for expression and communication,
her recent work explores how non-traditional languages
and paralinguistic communication–such as whistling, sign
language, water drumming and Morse Code–have endured,
transformed or disappeared through the challenges of social,
cultural or political shifts in history.
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JEROME REYES

Lives and works in San Francisco, California, United States
and Seoul, South Korea

George R. Moscone Convention Center,

Lapu Lapu Street & Rizal Street

747 Howard St. Courtesy and copyright
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the artist.

intersection. Courtesy and copyright
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the artist.

Pharos (still a nice neighborhood), 2016
Ellipsoidal stage lights, light stands,
projected text
Dimensions variable
Courtesy the artist
The sculptural installation Pharos (still
a nice neighborhood) consists of a
sentence fragment projected in Spanish
or Tagalog depending on the time of
day on the sidewalk in front of KADIST
San Francisco. The lighted texts are a
multilingual phrase altered and inspired
by the spirit of the English poem “Back to
the Land” by celebrated San Francisco
born poet and community activist
Al Robles (1930–2009). A prominent
member of the Asian Pacific American
arts organization Kearny Street
Workshop in San Francisco, Robles
was instrumental in the fight against
the demolition of the International Hotel
(also known as the I-Hotel) in the 1970s
and the eventual 1977 eviction of its
many elderly Asian American residents,
and particularly Filipino Americans. He
wrote the poem against the backdrop
of intense urban changes affecting the
city’s inhabitants.
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    Through its title, Reyes’ work also
refers to a public art project unrealized
by Los Angeles based artist Daniel
Joseph Martinez. Selected from more
than a hundred applications in the early
1990s, the work was composed of four
36-foot-high steel arches above San
Francisco’s Moscone Convention Center.
Spelling out the sentence “THIS … IS A
… NICE … NEIGHBORHOOD” in English,
and appearing in Chinese and Spanish
in neon at night, the project fueled
controversy among city officials and
residents concerned by the possibility
of an unfortunate event that would
contradict the sentence.
   Illuminated from industrial
spotlights used for stage portraiture
and scenography, and visible from the
street, the work is a reminder of the
complicated history of San Francisco’s
urban development and of the voices of
past and present generations affected
by such transformations.
Jerome Reyes (1983, United States) is an artist, researcher,
and educator who addresses conceptual territories of
architecture and cultural difference to examine the instability
of our contemporary environment. Through his practice,
Reyes is invested in how projects affect participants already
living complex lives as producers, organizers, researchers,
and active locals in multi-vocal, intergenerational communities.
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NORMAN THERKELSON

Lives in Concord, California, United States
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Clipping from the Therkelson Collection

Archival Materials from the
Therkelson Collection, 1953–2019
Newspaper articles and collages
Courtesy Norman Therkelson and
Prelinger Library

reminder of the many cultures that have
contributed to its building.

Since 1953, Norman Therkelson
has been collecting and curating
newspaper articles that capture Bay
Area and California history, many of
them hailing from weekly and daily
tabloids and minor newspapers now
defunct, or that would have been
otherwise unarchived. Held by the
Prelinger Library in San Francisco and
available for research by the public,
the Therkelson Collection comprises
ninety-two books today, exploring
our local history through the lenses
of built environment, transportation,
infrastructure, and development.
Drawing from Therkelson’s idiosyncratic
collection, the selection of clippings
on view at KADIST–located on what
was once the parking lot of the popular
Mexican restaurant El Faro–provides an
alternative glimpse into San Francisco’s
history. Therkelson’s impulse chronicles
decades of a city at the crossroads
of the past and future and is a timely

A retired high school music teacher, Norman Therkelson
(United States) began collecting newspaper clippings
representing California and the San Francisco Bay Area
history in 1950 and began curating his own newspaper
articles in 1953.
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YU GUO 余果

Lives and works in Chongqing, China

Digital image, film production of
STEADICAM, 2016. Courtesy and
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copyright the artist.

STEADICAM, 2016
Single-channel digital video,
color, sound
10:24 minutes
Courtesy the artist
Equipped with a flashlight, video
camera and disguised as a security
guard, Yu Guo wanders through the
city of Chongqing’s rapidly shrinking
garment wholesale market, once
the largest in Southwest China. On
foot, he covertly records the lives of
laborers in the fastest growing city in
China–and arguably the world–in the
moments just before dawn, as some
sleep on the streets, while others have
already returned to work. Colloquially
and fondly known as “Bang-Bang,”
the laborers belong to an itinerant
generation of porters who support the
city’s burgeoning motor, chemicals, and
textiles industry, making their living by
heaving loads from door to door.
    Dressed in a pseudo uniform,
Yu Guo assumes a false position of
authority, to reveal the community’s
indifference to the blatant and unbridled
surveillance of the blue spotlight, and
more widely to advances in forms of
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nationwide and global mechanisms
of governance. The patrolling light
illustrates the alien and inhospitable
terrain of the winding alleyways, drawing
parallels with the conditions that the
shrinking generation of “Bang-Bang”
face as a result of population shifts and
advancing modes of transportation.
Filmed in a city at the height of rapid
economic development, STEADICAM
reveals the intersections and affects of
globalism, capitalism, and consumerism
of a community at the core of global
trade networks.

Yu Guo’s (1983, China) paintings and videos are often
surreal and abstracted depictions of everyday life. Focusing
on ubiquitous themes such as politics, entertainment,
and economics his works reveal the solitary strangeness
of existence.
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About the Galaxy Museum of Contemporary Art, Chongqing

About KADIST

The Galaxy Museum of Contemporary Art (GCA) is a
professional organization featuring exhibitions, public
education, academic research and collection of art. GCA
turns its focus on the Chinese contemporary art and display,
as well as links of global art practice and puts the research
and promotion at its forefront. At the same time, GCA
focuses on the forefront practice of art and voice of present
society with a professional cultural horizon and curatorial
philosophy. Thus we hope to build and spread our cultural
attitude and value of contemporary art within the diversified
contemporary cultural scene of today.

KADIST believes contemporary artists make an important
contribution to a progressive society, their work often
addressing key issues of our time. KADIST, a non-profit
organization dedicated to exhibiting the work of artists
represented in its collection, encourages this engagement
and advocates for the relevance of contemporary art in
our lives. Its programs develop collaborations with artists,
curators and many art organizations around the world,
facilitating new connections across cultures. Local programs
in KADIST’s hubs of Paris and San Francisco include
exhibitions, public events, residencies and educational
initiatives. Complemented by an active online network, they
aim at creating vibrant conversations about contemporary
art and ideas.

The Galaxy Museum of Contemporary Art was established
in 2015, Chongqing, China, and can be found in the EBD
center of Northern new zone, where Xing Hui Liang Jiang art
business center is located. The area is about 3800 square
meters. The facility is adequate and the space is capacious.
The gallery will regularly hold contemporary art exhibitions,
academic forums, offer public education and cultural
exchange of domestic and international artists every year
to further cross-domain communication of contemporary
art and different cultural fields, which will build a broad,
international and professional platform.

kadist.org

星汇当代美术馆是集展览，公众教育，学术研究，收藏为一体的
专业机构。将致力于中国当代艺术和全球化艺术实践的展示与链
接，研究与推广做为己任。并以专业独特的文化视野和策展理念
关注当下社会中艺术的前沿实践和发声，希望在多重多元的当代
文化现场构建和传播我们对当代艺术的文化态度和价值理念。
重庆星汇当代美术馆于2015年成立于中国重庆，坐落于重庆
北部新区EBD核心位置的星汇两江艺术商业中心。占地面积约
3800平米，馆内设施完备，空间宽敞。美术馆通过每年定期举
办国内外艺术家的当代艺术展览、学术论坛、公共教育、文化交
流，以此来推进当代艺术与各文化领域的实验与跨域交流，将为
本土构建一个广泛的国际化专业平台。
gcaartcenter.com
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Here We Live
February 13 – April 27, 2019
Curated by KADIST and Ni Kun
A collaboration with Galaxy Museum of Contemporary Art,
Chongqing, China

ANGELICA MESITI

KADIST, SAN FRANCISCO
3295 20th Street, CA 94110
Wed–Sat 12–5pm, or by appointment
kadist.org
KADIST and the Galaxy Museum of Contemporary Art would
like to thank the artists, Anna Schwartz Gallery (Sydney),
Pilot Galeri (Istanbul), Megan and Rick Prelinger, Anthony
Robles, Kevin Schwing, Ruijun Shen, Yang Shu, and Emma
Spertus.
YU GUO
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